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ABSTRACT
About half of recent computer and information science graduates attended community college at some point. Prior work on transfer students in general suggests that the transfer process can engage people from underrepresented communities, but can also be academically and socially "shocking". However, we know little about the experiences of transfer students in computer science in particular. We used the Laanan-Transfer Student Questionnaire (L-TSQ) to survey 25 transfer students and 135 native (non-transfer) students and conducted follow-up interviews with 8 transfer students attending a large public 4-year university in a city with significant technology industry presence. We found that while transfer students were more diverse demographically, the support of the university for transfer student orientation tended to mitigate social shocks of transferring. This did not, however, eliminate gaps in academic performance. These findings suggest that there are other non-social factors that influence academic performance that CS programs must support to equitably engage students who transfer.
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1 INTRODUCTION: TRANSFER INTO CS
Many students do not follow a direct path to a 4-year computer science degree. The National Science Foundation’s 2010 National Survey of Recent College Graduates (in the United States) revealed that 52.8% of bachelor’s degree recipients in computer and information science attended some form of community college before graduating. Moreover, students who transferred from community colleges tended to be more diverse racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically than students who only attend 4-year colleges and universities [17]. For example, Hispanic students are over-represented in the public two-year colleges. When students manage to overcome the complex and tangled web of pathways from community colleges to 4-year colleges [11], they can increase the diversity of CS student populations.

What happens after students transfer? Prior work on transfer students in general suggests many possible outcomes. Hills identified that students experienced transfer shock, "a severe drop in [academic] performance upon transferring" [9]. A meta-review of 62 subsequent studies on this phenomenon found that many students experienced up to a half grade point drop in GPA, and only some recovered after a year [6].

Later work showed that when experiences are dis-aggregated by academic discipline, significant differences emerged. Cejda found that students in humanities actually experienced increases in grade point averages, while students transferring into business, mathematics, and sciences experienced a significant decrease in grade point average. [4]. Further research on these discipline-specific findings found that these findings particularly occurred for under-represented minorities transferring into engineering programs [28], but were not found for students above the age of 24 [20].

While research on engineering transfer students shows persistent evidence of transfer shock, there is some reason to believe that computer science transfer students may experience even more severe challenges. For example, CS has not only severe under-representation of women and minority groups [29], but also challenges with offering inclusive learning environments [18]. These factors may further exacerbate transfer shock.

Only a few studies have specifically investigated CS transfer students. One investigated the social experiences of CS transfer students at the University of Central Florida [19]. The study measured relationships between students’ self-reported social engagement in school and their graduating GPA, finding that transfer students appear to engage in social and academic experiences less than native students and that students who engaged less tended to have lower GPAs after transferring. A second considered the pathways that community college students take to pursue CS, finding that pathways are diverse, complex, and challenging, and that completion of bachelor’s degrees in CS was rare [11]. A companion report found that community college students struggled to prepare for transfer when considering CS transfer pathways, and have limited knowledge of how to apply CS concepts and prepare for careers [16]. Another study reported on a cohort-based transfer program, which allowed students to complete a bachelor’s degree in CS in...
three years [22]. The study found strong transfer and graduation rates, as well as successful employment post-graduation.

These studies, however, have not focused on the specific experiences that transfer students have once they have transferred, leaving gaps in our understanding of factors that may prevent successful graduation. We asked two questions that address these gaps: 1) What are the social and academic experiences of CS transfer students? 2) How do the social and academic experiences of CS transfer students differ from native students?

To answer these questions, we surveyed transfer and native students, and interviewed transfer students.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We framed this study from the perspectives of Student Involvement Theory, and Social and Cultural Capital, following a similar framing as prior work on transfer students [12, 13, 21].

The first theory is Student Involvement Theory [1], a developmental theory about higher education that attempts to explain how environmental influences impact student development [1]. It defines involvement as the quantity and quality of physical and psychological energy that the student devotes to the academic experience. In this model, students have personal characteristics when they enter an institution that interact with the affordances of the institutional environment. An institution’s programs, policies, faculty, peers, and educational experiences to which the student is exposed can influence student development, but only to the extent to which students devote physical and psychological energy in learning. In this theory, student involvement is on a continuum of both quantity and quality. This theory states that greater student involvement in college translates to greater development and learning, while also recognizing that students have a finite amount of time and quality of involvement is important. The conceptual work of Astin [1] and others suggests that four types of influences need to be considered to understand the relationship between students and their institutional environments: 1) pre-college characteristics relating to student student demographics, 2) organizational or structural characteristics of the institution(s), 3) students’ academic experiences, 4) students’ nonacademic experiences (e.g. social) [25].

The second part of our theoretical framework related to social and cultural capital. Social capital is “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” [3, 27]. It states that investment in social relations can provide an advantage or expected returns [15]. People can benefit from social capital by using it to facilitate information flow, influence others through social ties, validate credentials, and reinforce identity. Transfer students may use social capital to connect with study groups, leverage tutoring resources, and feel included in a CS department’s community, all of which may feed back into deeper engagement and learning. Related to social capital is cultural capital. For this study, cultural capital refers to how different cultural contexts can impact unequal scholastic achievement [3, 27]. Cultural capital can help explain how internalized values, attitudes, norms, and beliefs that stem from individual and societal cultures can influence stratification that occurs within an educational institution. Prior work has shown that a lack of related cultural identity or connection can hinder STEM students of color [7, 24] and that adversarial relationships within school culture can limit future work opportunities for graduates [30].

3 METHOD: SURVEY & INTERVIEW

We surveyed and interviewed native and transfer students at the University of Washington, Seattle. We will refer to this university as UW throughout the rest of this paper.

3.1 Setting: Large public 4-yr research univ.

UW is a large public 4-year research university in the United States. The campus is located in an urban environment near a large technology hub. During the 2017-2018 school year, 18% (1511 out of 8285) of incoming students were transfer students. Among the incoming transfer student population, 86.7% (1310 out of 1511) of students transferred from a community college in the state. Admittance to UW is moderately competitive, with 40.6% (2307 out of 5683) of the transfer student applicants being admitted. During the 2017-2018 school year, 44.1% of undergraduate students identified as Caucasian, 24.1% as Asian American, 7.4% as Hispanic/Latino, 3.9% as African-American, 1.3% as American Indian/Alaska Native, and 0.9% as Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander [23].

Admittance into UW does not guarantee admittance to a major unless an applicant applies for and is accepted directly into a department. If a student does not begin their enrollment with a declared major, their major status is denoted as “pre-major.” Students may apply for intended major(s) during application periods. Majors at UW are either open, minimum, capacity-constrained, or mixed. Open majors can be declared at any time by students in good standing. Minimum majors can be declared at any time by students who have completed a set of prerequisite courses with a minimum GPA. Capacity-constrained majors require that students complete a set of prerequisite courses to be eligible to apply. Applicants to capacity-constrained majors compete for a limited number of spaces. Mixed majors have requirements based on in-major concentration.

For the 2017-18 class, the ten most popular majors were capacity-constrained. This major system is a frequent restriction on students’ ability to study desired disciplines and is a commonly cited reason for student frustration. CS, the most popular first-choice major since 2016, admits about one-third of applicants. The majority of CS students are admitted through this process, but most transfer students are admitted through transfer direct admission, and are generally high performing students at their previous institution.

Transfer students who are admitted into the major are encouraged to attend university-wide and department-level orientations. Since the 2016-2017 school year, the CS department offers a short quarter-long transfer seminar for incoming transfer students. The seminar provides information about campus and department resources, focused on assisting with transfer student adjustment. Transfer students also commonly meet with academic advisors who assist with course planning and general college preparation.

Regarding the positioning of authors to transfer students, the first author was an undergraduate transfer student majoring in CS at the time of the study. They also helped develop the curriculum of the transfer seminar before beginning the study. Their data was not used in the study. The second author was a native Ph.D. student in a
The goal of our survey was to reach a representative sample of the CS student population at UW. Following our theoretical framework, we adapted our survey instrument from the Laanan’s Transfer Student Questionnaire (L-TSQ) (Appendix A of [21], [14]), a survey framed within Student Involvement Theory [1]. The L-TSQ measures transfer students’ academic and social adjustment as a function of four stages of perceptions and experiences: 1) background, 2) previous institutions, 3) transfer process, and 4) current university [2, 12, 14]. Within these stages are 18 factors that measure academic and social involvement, perceptions, and details relating to different stages of the transfer process. Because of limited sample size, we relied on the factor analysis of Laanan et al. 2010 to map questions to factors, and factors to stages (Figure 1, Appendix B of [14]).

The background stage asked about mother and fathers’ education and parental income, and motivations for transferring spanning two factors: Motivations for transfer and Reasons for transfer. The previous institution stage considered experiences with coursework and learning at the transfer student’s previous institution. It contained two factors: Experiences with general courses at previous institution and Course learning at previous institution. The transfer process stage had four factors: Experiences with academic counselors at previous institutions, Experiences with faculty at previous institutions, Perceptions of the transfer process, and Learning and study skills at previous institutions. The current university stage considered six factors relating to perceptions, learning, and experiences at the current university: General perceptions of the university, General perceptions of faculty, Satisfaction with the university environment, Experiences with faculty at UW, Course learning at UW, and Stigma as transfer student. Because this stage relates to both native and transfer students, all respondents responded to these questions.

We also included questions from the L-TSQ about academic adjustment (difficulty of adjustment, experiencing an initial dip in GPA) and social adjustment (difficulty of adjustment, making friends). At the end of the survey, we included three free response prompts that we developed which asked students to discuss factors that contributed to their adjustment, advice that they would give to others, and information that the survey may have not asked about. We asked these questions to capture additional details about student involvement and social and cultural capital.

Because the CS major generally (but not always) admitted students after their 2nd year, and we were interested in students’ experiences in the major, our inclusion criteria for participation required that students had been in the major for at least one quarter term and had taken at least one upper-division CS course.

We worked with the CS department’s academic advisors to obtain the email addresses of students eligible for the study. This resulted in a list of 930 students. We then sent a recruitment email inviting participants over the age of 18 to complete the survey within the next five weeks. We distributed the survey twice, at the beginning of the fall and winter quarters of the 2017-18 school year. During each distribution period, we sent two additional emails to remind students of the survey. We solicited across two quarters to include incoming students for the new school year who were not initially contacted in the fall.

Out of the 930 students we contacted, we received 160 survey responses, for a response rate of 17.2%. Of those contacted, 88 were transfer students, with 25 responding, for a response rate of 28.4%.

3.3 Interviews with transfer students

To help interpret the survey data, transfer students who responded to the survey were invited to participate in semi-structured interviews. We conducted interviews with 8 of the 25 students contacted.

We grouped our final interview questions by categories we adapted from the current university stage of the L-TSQ survey. We asked about course engagement, engaging with faculty, perceptions of the department culture, and the adjustment process. We conducted interviews remotely and in-person. Prior to the interview, we informed participants of the study objectives and the content of the questions. We also informed participants that they could skip any questions and that the interview would be recorded. Interviews lasted about 30 minutes each, and were audio recorded and later transcribed. We used the factors from the survey to classify responses to the interview; this was straightforward, as we had structured the interview around the factors in the survey. We then compared transfer and native students’ responses to current university, academic and social adjustment, and free-response questions.

4 RESULTS: STAGES OF TRANSFER EXP.

We organized our results by the four stages of the L-TSQ which considered student involvement and human capital at sequential stages of the transfer process. At each stage, we combined our quantitative and qualitative data.

4.1 Background: older, lower SES

The first stage of the survey was background, which included personal factors about students’ lives. Table 1 shows a summary of these factors, comparing native and transfer students.

Only 28% of transfer students came from households with income over $80,000, compared to 68% of native students. Transfer students’ parents tended to have less college education, with 44% of transfer students being first generation college students. Native students were twice as likely to have 2 parents with Bachelor’s degrees (74%). Nearly all respondents identified as white or Asian, with only 4% of transfer students and 3% of native students identifying as a member of an underrepresented minority group, consistent with the ethnic demographics of the CS department (as reported by academic counselors).

Transfer student were older, with 64% being older than 21, compared to only 9% of native student. Only about half of transfer students lived within walking distance of campus, compared to at least 78% of native students. This age disparity may also explain why 36% of transfer students identified as financially independent, compared to only 5% of native students.

Transfer students’ motivations and reasons for attending their new university largely related to job prospects for transferring: 72% agreed that getting a good job was a motivation for transferring to this university whereas only 40% were motivated to transfer because of admission to graduate or professional schools.
When describing their activities at previous institutions, transfer students reported high engagement. Of the transfer students, 86% reported often or very often trying to see how different facts and ideas fit together, 84% often or very often considered practical applications of their knowledge. They tended to engage with their peers, with 84% of them often or very often trying to explain materials to friends and 72% often or very often participating in class discussion. About 40% of transfer students reported that the coursework at their previous institution often or very often involved working on a paper or project that integrated ideas from various sources, but 40% reported never doing so.

Most transfer students felt their previous institutions’ coursework prepared them for being a CS major (76% agree) and for the academic standards at UW (68% agree). They felt that previous coursework developed their critical thinking skills (92% agree) and was intellectually challenging (76% agree), but they were in less agreement about whether coursework required extensive reading and writing (52% agree). When engaging with the course material, transfer students tried to draw connections and interact with peers. These sentiments were reflected in responses: “The quality of the teachers at my previous college for CS were amazing and helpful in getting me where I am today.” Those who felt less prepared thought their previous courses were not challenging: “I feel like the courses at my previous college were a bit too easy, making me feel like I’m a little behind from everyone else in my [current] classes.”

### 4.3 Transfer process: resourceful and confident

Transfer students reported overall confidence in their learning and study skills, reflecting the social capital they accrued at their previous institutions. When asked how academic experiences at their previous institutions provided the skills needed for their new university, transfer students were most confident in problem solving skills (76% agree) and writing skills (72% agree) and least confident in reading (56% agree) and research skills (56% agree).

Transfer students were divided about the effectiveness of the academic counselors at their previous institution, with only 48% finding them helpful. Only 32% of students reported meeting with academic counselors regularly, but they often did discuss transferring (76% agree). In contrast, 64% of students also spoke with counselors at their new university, and 80% of students researched various aspects of their new university to get a better understanding of the environment and academic expectations. This data suggests that transfer students consulted with multiple sources to understand the transfer process, although they may have had concerns with the helpfulness of the information they received.

Relationships with faculty at previous institutions were informal and comfortable, with 80% of transfer students often or very often approaching faculty outside of class and 68% often or very often meeting with them informally before or after class. Students tended not to discuss career aspirations (32% did so often or very often), instead speaking about course related topics.

### 4.4 University experience: a sense of inclusion

Our richest data, and the core focus of this paper, concerned the 4th stage in our framework, university experience. We analyzed transfer student interviews to supplement survey data. We discuss the factors that notably impacted student experiences regarding course learning, experiences with faculty members, general perceptions of UW and its CS culture, adjustment process, and college satisfaction. We included quotes from survey and interview responses.

#### 4.4.1 Perceptions of UW Culture

Overwhelmingly, transfer students had positive general perceptions of UW, as they would recommend the university to another transfer student (92% agree) and would have selected the same university had they done their transfer process all over again (84% agree).
Culturally, every interview participant but one believed that students were highly collaborative and social within the department. Five participants described other students in the department as friendly and welcoming, as one participant explained:

I’ve never gotten a cold shoulder from somebody or felt like I was bothering them. I think you might have a different reaction if you were in one of the general libraries... but in CS, especially because we have our own labs, it’s easier to just turn to somebody next to you and ask them what they’re working on.

Participants mentioned a strong culture of working together. One participant suggested that working in a group setting was a universal expectation among students due to difficult coursework.

Academically, interview participants were somewhat split on the competitive culture of the department and how much students cared about their grades. Three participants explicitly described students as “competitive” but had varying impressions of how that impacted them, ranging from “unhealthy” to “motivating”. Three participants believed that most students cared a lot about their grades, while two described their peers as not caring. One common explanation for competition within the department was the presence of grading curves, which five participants mentioned, such as in this quote:

The curves for one just set it up to be competitive. I mean, you feel the curve. It’s kind of in a sense everyone against each other when you’re graded on a curve.

Interview participants also talked about the competitive major system and its impact on academic culture as well. Multiple participants believed that because most students in the department had to work very hard in their courses to be able to enter the major, focus on grades carried over post-admittance.

4.4.2 College Satisfaction. While 76% of transfer students felt a sense of belonging at the university, only 56% felt that there was a sense of community on campus. They also tended not to feel stigmatized by others for being a transfer student, with only 8% perceiving that faculty underestimated them and 16% perceiving that other students underestimated them. Some (20%) agreed that there was a general stigma among students for starting at a community college.

Transfer students tended to be older, live further away from campus than native students, and many were financially independent from their parents, so they may not have spent as much time on campus with other students. This sentiment was echoed by all 4 interview participants who were older than typical native students (≥25 years old). They mentioned their age as a factor that impacted how they interacted with campus life. They found that they were less involved with social events and activities on-campus due to friends outside of the university, distance from younger students, and familial obligations. Despite less social engagement, they still felt as though the department had a friendly and welcoming culture.

Although most interview participant shared positive overall impressions of UW, one participant identified the competitive nature of UW (explained in 4.4.1) as detrimental:

The competitive nature of UW that is one of the reasons that, as a student who actually wants to learn computer science in a positive way, I would not say UW is the best school. (emphasis added)

This interview participant went on to say that the prestige of UW was a source of this negative competitiveness, as students use the reputation as something to “brag about”. Two other interview participants mentioned the reputation of UW, with one finding that it helped enable access to research opportunities:

UW is this big research school and it’s nice to know that you already have an ‘in’ as a student there. You can meet faculty and grad students... It’s easier when you have a lot of people around doing a lot of cool things to network and find what you want to do.

Two participants specifically liked that UW was a major research institution. One participant explained:

I think being at a university where there is a lot of really interesting research going on is pretty cool. I haven’t had an opportunity to take advantage of that, but it’s definitely something that I intend to do before I graduate. It’s cool to know that there are people doing innovative, and cutting-edge work around you.

UW also afforded access to other opportunities, as four participants specifically mentioned the importance of career resources. One participant explained that despite not using the career resources available to them, simply having the opportunity was reassuring and motivating. Another described the significance of finding a job after graduating and the how UW supports that:

It’s great being able to go to a couple of career fairs every year and get experience talking to recruiters. Being able to talk with people you’re trying to get a job from, that helps you. The interviewing workshops, stuff like that. The resume workshops. All that extra stuff that is non-course oriented. That stuff is all huge and I think [the CS department] does a great job of that.

Four participants were pleased with the resources available around campus, including study spaces, the department labs, and the university’s recreation center.

4.4.3 Course Learning. Transfer students’ involvement with courses at the university largely paralleled that at their previous institutions, with the exception of a decrease in participation in class discussion. Similar to what they did at their previous institutions, a majority of transfer students reported often or very often thinking about practical implications of what they were learning (96%), trying to explain materials to friends (88%) and trying to see how different ideas fit together (80%). There was a decrease in the frequency of participation in class discussion, with only 44% reporting that they often or very often participated at the university compared to the 72% that stated that they often or very often participated at their previous institution. Larger class sizes that do not afford discussion may explain this decrease in class participation.

Every interview participant but one described a strong motivation to attend course lectures. The remaining participant explained that they occasionally skipped lectures in favor of watching lecture recordings online. Many students cited difficulty of concepts and inability to learn content using textbooks alone as reasons why lectures were so important to them.

Fewer students attended office hours often. Reasons for infrequent attendance varied, including descriptions of office hours as “for specific questions” or a “last resort,” while other students discussed inconvenience and inability due to scheduling.

Most students worked with their peers as a regular part of their study habits, although three of the eight participants mentioned a preference for independent study. One participant that studied alone explained that he initially worked with others when he first
entered the major, but stopped once he became accustomed to computer science coursework. Those who primarily worked in groups found it to be more helpful, as described by one participant:

“I’ve found that it’s a lot more productive than trying to work it out by yourself. Typically if one person can figure out one part of the problem and another person can figure out another part, it gets done a lot faster and you’re more likely to be correct about the answer.”

4.4.4 Experiences with Faculty Members. Another difference between transfer students’ experiences at their previous institution and UW was with faculty. Transfer students generally felt that faculty at UW were interested in students’ development (84% agree), approachable (60% agree) and accessible (64% agree). Despite this, many transfer students reported not often engaging with faculty. Only 44% of transfer students reported often or very often approaching faculty at their current university outside of class, a sharp decrease from the 80% who reported doing so at their previous institution. Only 20% reported often or very often meeting informally before or after class with UW faculty, a decrease from the 68% who reported doing so at their previous institution. This general decrease in reported engagement with faculty may be because students consulted more so with other resources, such as other teaching staff or because of larger class sizes.

This decrease in reported engagement with faculty may not have been problematic, as every interview participant was satisfied with the overall teaching quality of faculty members and their experiences with them. Despite noting larger class sizes and professors seeming busy, participants all described faculty members as accommodating and accessible. One participant explained:

“Access to faculty has been really good here at UW. It was something I was wondering about when I was transferring in because usually classes at community colleges are 30 or 35 people maximum. But then you go to a class here where there might be over 100 people in one lecture hall and there are multiple sections taught by the same professor. So you would think that it would be harder to get in touch with professors, but I haven’t found that to be the case at all. Every single one of my professors has had weekly office hours that are usually times that you can get to them.”

Faculty members were perceived as high-achieving and intelligent by two participants. This impression of faculty members caused one participant to feel somewhat intimidated, although not enough so to deter interactions. Another participant felt as though the intelligence of faculty members detracted from their teaching:

“Some things [faculty] might think a student understands intuitively, because they understand it intuitively. I feel like they don’t always explain... I might not understand intuitively what they’re saying.”

No participants found that faculty members were so inaccessible or intimidating that they avoided interactions with them, suggesting that transfer students are satisfied with their experiences with faculty despite reporting fewer interactions with them.

4.4.5 Adjustment Process. We identified common factors that interviewees cited when discussing social and academic adjustment.

The most commonly mentioned factor to impact social adjustment among interview participants was friendship, with all 8 participants mentioning friendship as a strong positive influence on their transfer process. Three participants discussed having friends who attended UW before transferring, which eased their transition. One participant found the social adjustment easy:

“I’ve been living near campus and working on campus for a few years before coming here. I live with a bunch of students. I already have a pretty large friend group outside of school with people who are in other majors. Besides the academics, there wasn’t much more of an adjustment to be made. I’ve been living in this house for a few years and I’m 5 minutes away from campus so I already have my life and it hasn’t really changed much besides different academics.”

Interview participants noted making new friends after transferring. They found this process relatively easy, although one participant noted challenges with finding a study group:

“Sometimes there are people that are just in their own study group and they don’t want other people in their study group. I actually ran across that. I asked someone if I could join their study group and they weren’t positive towards that.”

While most participants sought out and found friendships, they each had various motivations for making friends and explanations for why friendship was helpful. One participant mentioned that friendship helped ease loneliness and stress; another participant recalled friendship being helpful while he was still at his community college. Most participants described finding friendships within the department, but participants also mentioned meeting others through extracurricular activities, such as clubs and athletics, and communities like campus fraternities and sororities.

Academically, increased difficulty of coursework was a common factor among participants. Some participants felt as though they did not know how large the gap in difficulty between their previous college and UW would be, and all but one participants described a significant increase in challenge upon transferring. Often, this shift in coursework and grading was a primary drawback on adjustment; one participant explained that he ultimately quit his job:

“When I got here the classes were a lot harder and the grading was much more intense. It was almost by a factor of two or something. The difference was big. Big enough that I decided that I needed to stop working, just to focus on school... I think adjusting for me was mostly about stepping up to this intense grading system.”

Three participants noted the impact of commuting on their academic adjustment. Commuting made it harder for participants to work with others and access resources such as office hours. Participants cited commute times of up to 1.5 hours. One participant, after describing commuting as taking time away from his family, stated:

“I think one of the things as a transfer student is that being a commuter makes things a little more difficult. The amount of time you have to spend commuting is an added challenge on top of school. I would say that commuting is probably the number one thing there.”

Another student noted how commuting impacted collaboration:

“I feel like there is a big culture of people working together to understand material. In some ways, I feel like that’s a good thing, and in other ways I feel like that’s not really fair to a lot of students. If you work by yourself, you won’t understand as much as if you work with other students. If you commute, you can’t work with other students.”

Two participants mentioned having to adapt to large class sizes. Although neither participant believed that large classes were significantly problematic or could be helped, one participant described how this impacted their relationship with faculty members:
We compared the experiences of transfer and native students both when compared to a random transfer student. For Q2, we find a reported GPA of transfer student respondents (3.60) was less than the median for native students (3.74), and the range of GPAs was wider and lower for transfer students even though there were far more native student respondents (see Table 1). We found a significant difference between reported GPAs of different student types ($p < 0.01$), interpreting $U = 2155$ to say that there is a 60% chance that a random native student reported a greater GPA than a random transfer student. This difference may be confounded by the fact that transfer students started later in the undergraduate degree and may have been taking more advanced and difficult courses than native student respondents who were only in their 1st and 2nd years.

Making direct comparisons between GPAs is difficult because there are different grading criteria in different courses. Assuming that students take similar courses in similar years, we compared to GPAs of students by current standing. Because almost all transfer student respondents were the equivalent of 3rd or 4th year undergraduates (92%, see Table 1), we only compared 3rd and 4th year undergraduates. After a Holm correction for repeated tests, we found that there was a significant difference between 3rd year undergraduates ($p < 0.05$). Interpreting $U = 374.5$, we can say that there is a 75% chance that a random “3rd year” transfer student had a lower GPA than a random 3rd year native student (see bottom half of Table 2). Still, GPA is cumulative, so coursework from previous years affected 3rd year native students’ GPAs. Although GPAs were difficult to interpret because of varying coursework between student types, we do find a difference in GPAs between student types. Figure 1 shows the difference in distribution between transfer and native students’ GPAs by number of quarters in the CS major.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Statistical tests on academic adjustment and GPA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>factor:</strong> academic adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p-value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>num. responses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>transfer</strong>$$\times$$<strong>native</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>academic adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1: academic adj. has been easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: GPA dip 1st term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reported GPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reported GPA: 3rd yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further compare transfer and native students, we analyzed free response questions. We found that in nearly all respects, native and transfer students responded with similar sentiments. Both groups cited friendships and study groups as key factors during adjustment and also encouraged other students to seek out peers. Both groups gave advice of working hard and various studying tips. Both groups mentioned using the department advisors as a resource, and cited specific faculty as benefitting their experience.

Two clear sentiments that differed between native and transfer students relate to the transfer seminar and job/internship searches. Transfer students identified the transfer seminar as a factor that contributed to their successful adjustment, mentioning that it helped...
them develop friendships and a community early on. Transfer students also discussed career planning and goals at a noticeably higher rate than native students: only three native students (2%) described seeking internships, while six of the 25 transfer students (24%) discussed thinking about internships early and using university resources to prepare for the job search. The importance of job opportunities to transfer students repeatedly appeared in the data.

5 DISCUSSION: FACTORS TO ADJUSTMENT

Our results showed that transfer students at UW were diverse:

- Many were first generation (44%).
- About 2 out of 3 were 21 years or older.
- About 2 out of 3 came from lower socioeconomic backgrounds or were financially independent.
- At least half lived further away from campus.
- Job opportunity was a major factor in their transfer decision.
- They generally felt satisfied with UW, a sense of belonging.
- They felt comfortable interacting with faculty and other students despite mentioning multiple barriers to social engagement (e.g., longer commutes, familial obligations).
- Multiple resources that UW offered (transfer seminar, counselors, career resources) helped their transfer process.

Despite confidence that their previous institutions prepared them well, transfer students still perceived greater difficulty in academic adjustment and had lower GPAs than native students.

There are many ways to interpret these findings. We sampled a self-selected subset of transfer and native students at UW, so this sample may not be representative. Comparing to the demographics of UW’s CS department, we found that we ended up with an ethnically proportional sample of respondents, but slightly (+10%) over-sampled students who identified as female. We only interviewed 8 (+10% of total) transfer students in UW CS. We also found no significant differences in UW experiences despite a difference in perceived academic adjustment, so the L-TSQ may not have been an appropriate survey instrument to detect differences that might have existed. Due to features unique to UW and its CS department, the generalizability of these results may be limited. Despite potential questions of representativeness, we triangulated across prior work, the L-TSQ, and interviews to identify trends.

Differences in cultural experiences between transfer and native students may be explained by differences in student attributes and preexisting capital. While some transfer students frequently engaged with the UW community, others noted age differences, long commute times, and familial commitments as barriers to engagement. For some, this may not have been an issue, due to short transfer distances and maintained friendships throughout the transfer process that provided preexisting capital. Indeed, most transfer students came from nearby institutions (<1 hr drive from UW, with at least 9 coming from institutions within 20 mins) and were older than native students, so they may have had social and cultural capital outside of the UW community. This may explain why 20% of transfer student respondents reported a feeling of belonging but not a feeling of community at UW.

Transfer students overwhelmingly felt that courses from their previous institution prepared them well, but also noted difficulty in academic adjustment. This may suggest that they were not well-informed about the transfer process. Less than half of transfer students found their previous academic advisors helpful and at least 1/3 of transfer students did not speak with UW counselors or visit UW campus before transferring. Many transfer students may have relied on researching information on their own, as 70% reported doing. Future work should further investigate resources to better inform and support the transfer process, such as a cohort-based model from community colleges to 4 year universities [22].

Our data also suggests that UW’s CS department buffered students against even worse transfer shock. Transfer students found many of UW’s resources helpful to their adjustment, including the transfer seminar, advisors, career resources, orientation, and cultural centers. Some students were reassured by the presence of resources even if they did not use them.

UW resources were not able to support all transfer students, as one transfer student respondent noted: “[the CS department] has done a good job of recruiting women and being inclusive but until [the CS department] does the same for underserved minorities (particularly black and latino students), tech will continue to be plagued with race/ethnic diversity issues and perpetuate the heightened feelings of imposter syndrome that these demographics feel.” Interpreted in the lens of cultural capital, this lack of related cultural identity between students and faculty can hinder STEM students of colors, as prior literature has found [7, 24]. So while providing resources and opportunities to support transfer students is important, having a culture that connects with first-generation students and students across broad ranges of ethnicities, ages, socioeconomic statuses, and geographical locations may also support transfer student adjustment.
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